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AGN 11 -- Where black holes & galaxies meet
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Michaela Hirschmann (IAP, France) 
Main Collaborators:

 K. Dolag (USM), R. Somerville (Rutgers), T. Naab (MPA)

Co-evolution of galaxies & 
black holes?

Insights from galaxy formation models 
& cosmological simulations
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Observational evidence...

M. Hirschmann

Zheng+09Maggorian+98

✴ SFR density & BHAR trace each 
other over cosmic time 

Franceschini+99, Barger+01, Dickinson+03, Merloni04/06, 
Hopkins+07, Shankar+09, Brusa+09, Zheng+09, 

Merloni&Heinz12 etc.

✴ Spheroidal galaxy properties 
related to BH mass 

Ferrarese & Merrit ‘00, Gebhardt+00, Magorrian+98, 
Kormendy&Bender12 etc

✴ Downsizing in BH growth Miyaji+00, 
Fiore+03, Ueda+03, Hasinger+05 etc 

& galaxy evolution 
Cowie+96, Menci+08, Cimatti+06, Thomas+10

✴ AGN-driven outflows Cicone+12, Cicone
+14, Genzel+14

✴Bubbles of X-ray emitting hot gas 
(McNamara&Nulsen+07/12, Cattaneo+09, Fabian+12)

AGN11,Trieste
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(McNamara&Nulsen+07/12, Cattaneo+09, Fabian+12)

BHgas supply

feedback AGN
Host

Rapid growth & SB due to gas-rich major mergers Naab+06, Robertson+06, Hopkins+08

Regulation of gas accretion & SF by feedback Granato+04, Di Matteo+05, Croton+06

”Physically coupled” evolution of galaxies & black holes 
(Robertson+06, Hopkins+08, Granato+04, Di Matteo+05, Croton+06 etc)

...interpreted as evidence for...

AGN11,Trieste
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Observational disproof?

M. Hirschmann

✴No correlation between BHs and disk-like 
galaxies (with pseudo-bulges)
Kormendy+11 (Nature), Kormendy+13

✴Large fraction of AGN reside in undisturbed 
disk galaxies at low & high z
Cisternas+11, Grogin+05, Georgakakis+09, Schawinsky+12, Kocevski+12

✴Widely uncorrelated Lbol and SFR
Rosario+12, Rovilos+12, Mullaney+12,  Harrrison+12, Page+12 (but see Hickox+12)

✴No “smoking gun” for a common trigger 
mechanism
Bongiorno+12, Merloni&Heinz+12

✴AGN seem to reside mainly in main sequence 
SF galaxies (still debated)
Silverman+09, Mullaney+12

Georgakakis+09

Kormendy+11

Rosario+12

Mullaney+12
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Kormendy+11
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Globally BH growth and galaxy evolution is connected, but 
also on the basis of individual objects?

AGN11,Trieste
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The need for theoretical models

M. Hirschmann

Use predictions from 
I. Galaxy formation models &

II. Cosmological hydrodynamic simulations 
to explore how we have to interpret observational results:

AGN11,Trieste
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The need for theoretical models

M. Hirschmann

1. Origin of BH scaling relations -> see Francesco’s talk! 

2. The (dis-?) connection between star formation and AGN 
activity in individual objects

3. The main trigger mechanisms for AGN activity
4. The relative effect of AGN feedback on their host galaxies

Under which conditions is the evolution galaxies and 
black holes causally connected and when is it physically 

de-coupled?

Use predictions from 
I. Galaxy formation models &

II. Cosmological hydrodynamic simulations 
to explore how we have to interpret observational results:

AGN11,Trieste
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I. Semi-analytic galaxy 
formation models

AGN 11 -- Where black holes & galaxies meet
23. - 26. September 2014, Trieste, Italy



Galaxy formation models

M. Hirschmann

Approximation with physically motivated analytic laws
e.g. Bower+06, Croton+06, Somerville+08, Fontanot+06, Fanidakis+12, Hirschmann+12, Menci+13

✴Distinction between cold and hot gas 
accretion

✴For hot gas accretion, fraction of gas is 
heated, radio-mode fb is solving the over-
cooling problem

✴For cold gas accretion, an a priori 
connection between starbursts and AGN 
activity is adopted driven by a common 
mechanism, mostly major mergers (or DI’s)

✴Many details different
✴Successful in reproducing a statistically 

realistic population of BHs & AGN
Croton+06

Models for BH growth:

Effect of radio 
mode feedback

No fb

AGN11,Trieste
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✴Many details different
✴Successful in reproducing a statistically 

realistic population of BHs & AGN
Croton+06

Models for BH growth:

Effect of radio 
mode feedback

Hirschmann+12

BH mass fct BH-bulge mass relation

No fb
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Anti-hierarchical BH growth

M. Hirschmann

...in semi-analytic galaxy formation models...
e.g. Marulli+07, Bonoli+09, Fanidakis+12, Hirschmann+12, Menci+13

Consensus:
✴Downsizing due the available cold gas
✴Most luminous AGN are driven by major 

merger events (see however Fanidakis+12)

✴Dust obscuration important for less 
luminous AGN at high z

✴Further trigger/accretion mechanism is 
necessary for moderately luminous AGN

Differences:
✴Physical driving mechanisms for 

moderately luminous AGN: 
✴Disk instabilities (Hirschmann+12), 
✴Hot gas accretion -ADAF model (Fanidakis

+12)

✴Minor mergers (Neistein+13)

✴Degeneracy for trigger mechanisms of 
moderately luminous AGN

Hirschmann+12

Fanidakis+12

AGN11,Trieste



AGN trigger mechanisms

M. Hirschmann

...AGN activity only due to disk instabilities...
Menci+14, Hirschmann&Somerville in prep.N. Menci, et al.: Triggering Active Galactic Nuclei in Hierarchical Galaxy Formation: Disk instability vs. Interactions

bolometric emission. The predictions are compared with data taken from different bands, including the X-ray data (corrected for
obscuration) by La Franca et al. 2005; Ebrero et al. 2009 at low redshifts z � 1.5, the X-ray data for objects in the COSMOS field
by Brusa et al. 2010; Civano et al. 2011; and the Chandra X-ray data for objects detected at z ≥ 4 in the GOODS south field by
Fiore et al. 2012); these are converted to the UV with the bolometric corrections in Marconi et al. (2004). Details on the conversion
procedure are given in Fiore et al. (2012) and Giallongo et al. (2012).

Fig. 4. - The predicted evolution of the AGN luminosity function in the UV band (at 1450 Å). Solid black lines refer to the IT scenario, while
red solid lines to the DI model. We also plot variants of the DI model: dashed lines refer to the DI model computed with an exponential profile,
while dotted lines to the DI model with increased star formation (see text). We compare with observed UV luminosity functions by Richards et al.
(2006, solid squares), Croom et al. (2009, solid circles at z < 3 ), Siana et al. (2008, open squares), Bongiorno, Zamorani, Gavignaud (2007, open
circles), Fontantot et al. (2007, solid diamonds), Glikman et al. (2011, big filled circles at z = 4.25), Jiang et al. (2009; solid squares at z ≥ 6).
We also include luminosity functions from X-ray observations, converted to UV through the bolometric corrections in Marconi et al. (2004): the
shaded region brackets the determinations derived in the X-ray band at z ≤ 2 by La Franca et al. (2005), Ebrero et al. (2009), Aird et al. (2010),
while at higher redshifts we plot data from Fiore et al. (2012, penthagons), Brusa , Civano, Comastri (2010, triangle), Civano, Brusa, Comastri
(2011, green empty squares), .

The results shown in fig. 4 indicate that none of the variants of the DI mode can provide the accretion needed to obtain high-
luminosity QSO with M1450 ≤ −26, especially at redshifts z � 3.5; this is because the accretion rates in eqs. 7 and 9 have a mild
dependence on the BH mass, but depend very strongly on the disk mass fraction and on the gas mass fractions ( fd and fgas). Thus,
in galaxies with relatively low gas fraction, or in galaxies with a large B/T ratio, the DI mode is more suppressed than the IT mode.
As expected DI can be instead very effective in the range of galaxy masses (and AGN luminosities) dominated by disk galaxies
−25 � M1450 � −22; while we must keep in mind that the predicted DI luminosity functions in fig. 4 constitute upper limits, the
results show that in such a magnitude range the DI accretion rates could compete with - or even overtake - those attained in the
IT scenario, at least for redshifts z � 3.5. At higher redshifts, although galaxies are surely gas rich with large fgas ∼ 1, the typical
disk mass fraction fd decreases since - in the standard scenario assumed in semi-analytic models - the frequent major interactions
continuously disrupt the forming disks.
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Full disk destroyed & gas accreted at high 
Eddington-ratios

Gas accretion according to 
simulations in Hopkins+11

DI’s cannot trigger enough luminous AGN at z>1.5!

Hirschmann&Somerville in prep

Menci+14
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Full disk destroyed & gas accreted at high 
Eddington-ratios

Gas accretion according to 
simulations in Hopkins+11

DI’s cannot trigger enough luminous AGN at z>1.5!

Luminous AGN driven by mergers

More comparisons with observations needed to break the 
degeneracy for trigger mechanisms of moderately luminous 

AGN, & to test the a priori adopted causal connection 
between SB & AGN activity

Hirschmann&Somerville in prep

Menci+14
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II. Cosmological 
hydrodynamic simulations

AGN 11 -- Where black holes & galaxies meet
23. - 26. September 2014, Trieste, Italy

1. Basic BH and AGN properties
2. AGN trigger mechanisms

3. Connection between Lbol & SFR
4. Effect of AGN feedback



Hopkins+13

Zoom simulation

Cosmological simulations

M. Hirschmann

Explicitly solving gas dynamical equations, spatial information accessible
Zoom simulations

(e.g. Dubois+13, Angles-Alcazar+13, Marinacci+13, Choi+14, 
Cluster zooms: Martizzi+13/14, Planelles+14, Ragone+14) 

High spatial & mass resolution 
possible, excellent information on 

internal galaxy structure

Large simulation boxes
(e.g. DiMatteo+08, DeGraf+10, McCarthy+10/11, 

Booth&Schaye09/11, Puchwein&Springel+13, Hirschmann
+14, Khandai+14,, Sijacki+14, Schaye+14, Dolag+in prep.) 

Statistical information accessible

Illustris
predict morphological 

variety
AREPO

Vogelsberger+14, 
Sijacki+14

Eagle
can match SMF
modified Gadget3

Schaye+14

Cosmological simulations of black hole growth 5

500 Mpc

z = 3 z = 2

z = 1 Box2/hr z = 0

Figure 2. Shown is a 500 Mpc wide, 70 Mpc thick slice through the cosmological baryonic mass distribution (stellar and gaseous
density) of the Box2/hr simulation at different redshift steps (z=3,2,1 and 0). This is the result of a ray tracing visualisation using
SPLOTCH (Dolag et al. 2008). White, blue and red circles indicate the 20 BHs within this slice which have highest masses, the highest
Eddington-ratios and the highest accretion rates, i.e. AGN luminosities, respectively. The sizes of the circles are scaled logarithmically
with the different values, normalized to maximum value of each quantity. A zoom onto a region where the most massive cluster forms is
shown, with all galaxies with stellar mass larger than 1010M! are shown as white crosses, whereas the white diamonds show all BHs.

We assume that a fraction εf of this energy is thermally
coupled to the surrounding gas so that

Ėf = εrεfṀ•c
2 (3)

is the rate of the energy feedback. εf is a free parameter
and typically set to 0.15 (as usually done in simulations
which follow the metal depending cooling function, see for
example Booth & Schaye 2011). The energy is distributed
kernel weighted to the surrounding gas particles in an SPH
like manner.

Additionally, we incorporated the feedback prescription
according to Fabjan et al. (2010): we account for a transi-

tion from a quasar- to a radio-mode feedback (see also Si-
jacki et al. 2007) whenever the accretion rate falls below an
Eddington-ratio of fedd := Ṁr/Ṁedd < 10−2. During this
radio-mode feedback we assume a 4 times larger feedback
efficiency than in the quasar mode. This way, we want to
account for massive BHs, which are radiatively inefficient
(having low accretion rates), but which are efficient in heat-
ing the ICM by inflating hot bubbles in correspondence of
the termination of AGN jets. The total efficiency thereby is
basically 0.1, as suggested in Churazov et al. (2005).

Note that we also, in contrast to Springel et al. (2005b),
modify the mass growth of the black hole by taking into ac-
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BH model

M. Hirschmann

✴ Mostly (for Gadget/Arepo codes) 
variations of Springel+05

✴ BH seeds in galaxies/halos more massive 
than a certain limit

✴ BH growth: mergers & stochastic gas 
accretion following the Bondi-Hoyle 
formula (differences in treating alpha):

✴ AGN feedback implementation varies: 
✴ thermal energy injection 

✴ increased efficiency in radiatively 
inefficient AGN (Sijacki+07, Fabian+10, 
Hirschmann+14, Bachmann+14, Sijacki+14) 

✴ AGN-driven winds (mechanical fb) (Choi
+14, Dubois+13, Barai+in prep.)

✴ Differences in many other details (e.g BH 
pinning, accretion limit etc)

Ṁ• =
4παG2M2

•ρ

(c2s + v2)2

ĖAGN = �r ηff Ṁ• c2

Magneticum

...in cosmological simulations...
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Realistic population of BHs

✴ Strong evolution until z=1 (no significant BH growth afterwards)
✴ At z=0: massive BHs over-estimated, but...
✴ see also Khandai+14, DiMatteo+08
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Figure 3. Left: black hole mass function at z = 4, 3, 2, 1 and 0 for all black holes in the simulated volume. The hatched region is the
mass function estimate with 1σ uncertainty from Shankar (2013), assuming the revised MBH - σ relation from McConnell & Ma (2013)
and applying it to all local galaxies. The dotted region is the same but assuming Sa galaxies do not host any black holes. In Illustris the
black hole mass function gradually builds up with cosmic time: at the low mass end i.e. for MBH < 107M⊙ the mass function does not
change much for z < 2, for MBH < 2 × 109M⊙ the mass function does not change much for z < 1, while at the massive end there is
always evolution due to the residual “hot mode” accretion and black hole-black hole mergers. Right: black hole mass function at z = 0,
split by the Eddington ratios of black holes, as indicated on the legend. It is clear that in the mean the Eddington ratios are moderate,
but they are especially low at the massive end where black holes are in the radiatively inefficient accretion regime.

luminous quasars in the local Universe. For MBH ∼ 108 M⊙
almost all black holes have λEDD > 10−4, while towards
lower masses there is an increasing number of black holes
with very low Eddington ratios.

3.4 Scaling relations with host galaxies and their
evolution

3.4.1 MBH - Mbulge relation at z = 0

In Figure 4 we show the Illustris prediction for the black
hole mass - stellar bulge mass relation. Here the total stellar
mass within the stellar half-mass radius has been adopted as
a proxy for the bulge mass. Note that we do not morpholog-
ically distinguish between the real bulges and pseudo bulges
but we do split galaxies into different categories based on
their colours‡. Furthermore, from now on we take into ac-
count all galaxies hosting supermassive black holes with stel-
lar half-mass greater than 108 M⊙ and we refer to the MBH -
Mbulge relation of the whole population, even though many
of these galaxies might not contain a real bulge or might
be effectively bulgeless. The colour-coding in Figure 4 is ac-
cording to the g− r colours of host galaxies and we consider
only the central galaxies of each FOF halo (i.e. the main
subhalo of each FOF halo that contains at least one black
hole particle) thus excluding the satellites from this analy-
sis. For each subhalo, in case it contains multiple black holes,

‡ Morphologically or kinematically based definitions of bulge
masses might lead to somewhat different results if, for example,
the bulge mass fractions depend strongly on the stellar mass, but
this analysis is beyond the scope of this paper.

we select the black hole that is closest to the centre of the
subhalo (defined as the position of the most bound parti-
cle). We have also repeated the analysis selecting the most
massive black hole of each subhalo and this does not lead to
any significant difference. The thick black line in Figure 4
denotes the best-fit MBH - Mbulge relation from a recent
compilation by Kormendy & Ho (2013) fitted to ellipticals
and spirals with bulges only. Symbols with error bars are
from Kormendy & Ho (2013) as well, where circles are for
ellipticals, stars are for spirals with a bulge and squares are
for pseudo bulges. As mentioned in Section 3.3, the black
hole mass - host galaxy relations have been recently signif-
icantly revised (see e.g. McConnell & Ma 2013; Kormendy
& Ho 2013) and the best-fit black hole mass is a factor 2−3
higher than previously estimated (Häring & Rix 2004), thus
it is important to compare against the newest observational
findings.

The agreement between the Illustris result and the ob-
servations is very good, in particular taking into account
that the best-fit observed relation is for ellipticals and bulges
only and that our quenched galaxies lie exactly on this re-
lation. The result not only reproduces the slope and the
normalisation of the observed MBH - Mbulge relation, but
qualitatively also matches the colours and the morphologies
of galaxies on this relation in agreement with the morpholog-
ical split performed by Kormendy & Ho (2013). This is the
first time, to our knowledge, that such a wealth of properties
of galaxies hosting supermassive black holes is predicted by
self-consistent cosmological simulations of galaxy formation.
Furthermore, this implies that with the Illustris simulations
we can not only study how black holes and galaxies co-evolve
in the mean, but we can gain a much deeper insight into
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Hirschmann+14

Magneticum Illustris

resolution limit
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Figure 3. Left: black hole mass function at z = 4, 3, 2, 1 and 0 for all black holes in the simulated volume. The hatched region is the
mass function estimate with 1σ uncertainty from Shankar (2013), assuming the revised MBH - σ relation from McConnell & Ma (2013)
and applying it to all local galaxies. The dotted region is the same but assuming Sa galaxies do not host any black holes. In Illustris the
black hole mass function gradually builds up with cosmic time: at the low mass end i.e. for MBH < 107M⊙ the mass function does not
change much for z < 2, for MBH < 2 × 109M⊙ the mass function does not change much for z < 1, while at the massive end there is
always evolution due to the residual “hot mode” accretion and black hole-black hole mergers. Right: black hole mass function at z = 0,
split by the Eddington ratios of black holes, as indicated on the legend. It is clear that in the mean the Eddington ratios are moderate,
but they are especially low at the massive end where black holes are in the radiatively inefficient accretion regime.

luminous quasars in the local Universe. For MBH ∼ 108 M⊙
almost all black holes have λEDD > 10−4, while towards
lower masses there is an increasing number of black holes
with very low Eddington ratios.

3.4 Scaling relations with host galaxies and their
evolution

3.4.1 MBH - Mbulge relation at z = 0

In Figure 4 we show the Illustris prediction for the black
hole mass - stellar bulge mass relation. Here the total stellar
mass within the stellar half-mass radius has been adopted as
a proxy for the bulge mass. Note that we do not morpholog-
ically distinguish between the real bulges and pseudo bulges
but we do split galaxies into different categories based on
their colours‡. Furthermore, from now on we take into ac-
count all galaxies hosting supermassive black holes with stel-
lar half-mass greater than 108 M⊙ and we refer to the MBH -
Mbulge relation of the whole population, even though many
of these galaxies might not contain a real bulge or might
be effectively bulgeless. The colour-coding in Figure 4 is ac-
cording to the g− r colours of host galaxies and we consider
only the central galaxies of each FOF halo (i.e. the main
subhalo of each FOF halo that contains at least one black
hole particle) thus excluding the satellites from this analy-
sis. For each subhalo, in case it contains multiple black holes,

‡ Morphologically or kinematically based definitions of bulge
masses might lead to somewhat different results if, for example,
the bulge mass fractions depend strongly on the stellar mass, but
this analysis is beyond the scope of this paper.

we select the black hole that is closest to the centre of the
subhalo (defined as the position of the most bound parti-
cle). We have also repeated the analysis selecting the most
massive black hole of each subhalo and this does not lead to
any significant difference. The thick black line in Figure 4
denotes the best-fit MBH - Mbulge relation from a recent
compilation by Kormendy & Ho (2013) fitted to ellipticals
and spirals with bulges only. Symbols with error bars are
from Kormendy & Ho (2013) as well, where circles are for
ellipticals, stars are for spirals with a bulge and squares are
for pseudo bulges. As mentioned in Section 3.3, the black
hole mass - host galaxy relations have been recently signif-
icantly revised (see e.g. McConnell & Ma 2013; Kormendy
& Ho 2013) and the best-fit black hole mass is a factor 2−3
higher than previously estimated (Häring & Rix 2004), thus
it is important to compare against the newest observational
findings.

The agreement between the Illustris result and the ob-
servations is very good, in particular taking into account
that the best-fit observed relation is for ellipticals and bulges
only and that our quenched galaxies lie exactly on this re-
lation. The result not only reproduces the slope and the
normalisation of the observed MBH - Mbulge relation, but
qualitatively also matches the colours and the morphologies
of galaxies on this relation in agreement with the morpholog-
ical split performed by Kormendy & Ho (2013). This is the
first time, to our knowledge, that such a wealth of properties
of galaxies hosting supermassive black holes is predicted by
self-consistent cosmological simulations of galaxy formation.
Furthermore, this implies that with the Illustris simulations
we can not only study how black holes and galaxies co-evolve
in the mean, but we can gain a much deeper insight into
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Realistic population of BHs
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Magneticum

Booth&Schaye+09

heating efficiency

Evolution of the BH-stellar mass relation

✴Excellent match with observations (slope originates from self-
regulated BH growth due to feedback, and normalisation due the choice 
of fb eff)

✴BH-stellar mass relation in place at high z
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M. Hirschmann

Hirschmann+14

Magneticum

Booth&Schaye+09

heating efficiency

8 Sijacki et al.

Figure 4. Central panel: stellar half-mass of all galaxies at z = 0 versus their central black hole mass. Colour-coding is according to
the g − r colours of galaxies. The thick black line denotes the best-fit MBH - Mstar,HM relation from Kormendy & Ho (2013) fitted
to ellipticals and galaxies with bulges only. Symbols with error bars are from Kormendy & Ho (2013) as well, where circles are for
ellipticals, stars are for spirals with a bulge and squares are for pseudo bulges. Overall, our simulation reproduces the observed findings
very well. Note that for Mstar,HM � 1011M⊙ the simulated black holes which are above the best-fit observed relation live in redder
galaxies, indicating feedback from these black holes is quenching their hosts more efficiently. Four side panels: stellar morphologies of
galaxies visualised using SDSS g, r and i bands (Torrey at al., 2014, MNRAS, submitted) selected within a range of black hole masses,
as indicated by the coloured boxes. While for all four black hole mass ranges there is a morphological mix of host galaxies, lower mass
black holes are preferentially hosted in bluer star-forming and “diskier” galaxies.

which galaxy types are strongly physically linked with their
central black holes and which are much less affected by the
presence of a supermassive black hole in their centre. This
seems to be the case, for example, for the pseudo bulges
which correspond to the simulated blue star-forming galax-
ies below the best-fit MBH - Mbulge relation as we discuss
below.

Specifically, by focusing on the massive black hole end,
i.e. for MBH > 109 M⊙, the simulated host galaxies are
very red with g − r colours greater than 0.7 and the typical
morphologies resemble ellipticals, which have strong central
light concentrations, extended red envelopes, post-merger
shells and sometimes red disks, as illustrated in the top-
right side panel. As we move along the MBH - Mbulge re-
lation towards black holes with masses of a few 108 M⊙,
typical g − r colours are 0.65 and the host galaxies exhibit
more of a morphological mix with some red spheroidal galax-
ies, quenched extended disks, as well as blue star-forming
disks but with prominent red bulges (see bottom-right side
panel). For ∼ 108 M⊙ black holes this transition is more
evident with host galaxies lying in the so-called “green val-
ley” (Schawinski et al. 2014), with mean g − r colours of
0.5 and morphologies showing both a red quenched popula-
tion as well as blue star-forming disks which are sometimes

tilted with respect to the old stellar population indicating
a different assembly history (see top-left side panel). It is
interesting to note that the black holes in “green valley”
galaxies are the most efficient accretors (see Section 3.3)
and this likely leads to the rapid transition between star-
forming and quenched populations. Finally, for black hole
masses ≤ 107 M⊙, the majority of hosts are blue and star-
forming with g − r colours of 0.3 − 0.4 and irregular and
perturbed morphologies (see bottom-left side panel).

While in general host galaxy colours change from blue
to red with increasing black hole mass, note that for
Mstar,HM � 1011M⊙ simulated black holes which are above
the best-fit observed relation live in redder galaxies. This
indicates that the feedback from these black holes, which
are more massive than the average MBH at a given Mbulge,
is quenching their hosts more efficiently. Conversely, black
holes that are undermassive for their host bulge mass (again
for Mstar,HM � 1011M⊙) tend to live in the bluest galaxies,
which are least affected by their feedback.

We finally note that the scatter in the simulated MBH -
Mbulge relation becomes smaller with higher black hole mass.
This trend is also in accordance with observational findings.
The reasons for this are twofold: i) as the black holes become
more massive and reach certain critical mass (King 2003;

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

Illustris simulation
Sijacki+14 Dry merging 

tightens the 
relation!

Evolution of the BH-stellar mass relation

✴Excellent match with observations (slope originates from self-
regulated BH growth due to feedback, and normalisation due the choice 
of fb eff)

✴BH-stellar mass relation in place at high z
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Non-causal origin of BH scaling relations?

M. Hirschmann

Jahnke+10

Subsequent merging (random or 
cosmological) of initially uncorrelated 
galaxies and black holes (no growth by 
gas accretion)...

✴...automatically produces a correlation  
between bulges & BHs  (Peng+07, Hirschmann+10, 
Jahnke+10)

✴...reduces the scatter with decreasing 
redshift & increasing BH mass (Hirschmann+10)

...thanks to the Central-Limit-Theorem

Hirschmann+10

Reasonable scenario for 
dry minor mergers of 
massive galaxies & 
BHs at low redshift

At higher redshift or for 
less massive objects, gas 
accretion dominates BH 
growth 
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Reasonable scenario for 
dry minor mergers of 
massive galaxies & 
BHs at low redshift

At higher redshift or for 
less massive objects, gas 
accretion dominates BH 
growth 
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AGN luminosity function

Hirschmann+14

✴ Magneticum has currently the best statistics for assessing the 
high luminous end

✴ 500Mpc/hr: Too few AGN at z>3
✴ 68Mpc/uhr: convergence for AGN more luminous than 1044 erg/s
✴ See also Khandai+14, DeGraf+10
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Figure 11. AGN bolometric and hard X-ray luminosity functions at z = 0, 1, 2 and 3. Illustris results are shown with thick red lines,
while dashed red lines denote unobscured hard X-ray luminosity functions. A radiative efficiency of 0.05 is assumed. For bolometric
luminosity functions data points with error bars are from the compilation by Hopkins et al. (2007), while for hard X-ray luminosity
functions additional data points are taken from Ueda et al. (2014). Thin black lines are best-fit evolving double power-law models to
all redshifts from Hopkins et al. (2007) (see their Figures 6 and 7). Overall we find good agreement with the observed AGN luminosity
functions at the bright end, while for z � 1 we overpredict the number of faint AGN, unless obscuration effects are taken into account.

minosity functions large uncertainties remain due to poorly

constrained bolometric corrections (Hopkins et al. 2007; Va-

sudevan & Fabian 2007, 2009; Lusso et al. 2012) and the

uncertain fraction of Compton-thick sources for z � 0.

Keeping these caveats in mind, we compare the Illus-

tris AGN bolometric luminosity function with the bolomet-

ric luminosity function as derived by Hopkins et al. (2007),

which is still the standard reference in the field even though

it does not consider Eddington ratio dependent bolometric

corrections (Vasudevan & Fabian 2007, 2009; Lusso et al.

2012). For the hard X-ray luminosity function we compute

the simulated X-ray luminosities from our bolometric lumi-

nosities by adopting the bolometric corrections of Hopkins

et al. (2007). For the X-ray luminosity function we also do

not consider black holes with Eddington ratios smaller than

10
−4

, which is a very conservative estimate given that these

objects should be in a radiatively inefficient regime.

We have also corrected the hard X-ray luminosities as-

suming the obscuration fraction given by equation 4 in Hop-

kins et al. (2007) which is redshift independent, but that did

not lead to any substantial changes. However, if we adopt

the obscuration fraction proposed by Hasinger (2008) (con-

sistent with a more complicated formulation used by Ueda

et al. (2014)) which does include redshift dependence, the

obscuration effects are much more significant. Thus, we plot

both unobscured (dashed lines) and obscured X-ray lumi-

nosities following Hasinger (2008).

We compare our hard X-ray luminosity function with

the most recent compilation by Ueda et al. (2014). By as-

suming bolometric corrections from Hopkins et al. (2007) as
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Figure 11. AGN bolometric and hard X-ray luminosity functions at z = 0, 1, 2 and 3. Illustris results are shown with thick red lines,
while dashed red lines denote unobscured hard X-ray luminosity functions. A radiative efficiency of 0.05 is assumed. For bolometric
luminosity functions data points with error bars are from the compilation by Hopkins et al. (2007), while for hard X-ray luminosity
functions additional data points are taken from Ueda et al. (2014). Thin black lines are best-fit evolving double power-law models to
all redshifts from Hopkins et al. (2007) (see their Figures 6 and 7). Overall we find good agreement with the observed AGN luminosity
functions at the bright end, while for z � 1 we overpredict the number of faint AGN, unless obscuration effects are taken into account.
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et al. (2014)) which does include redshift dependence, the

obscuration effects are much more significant. Thus, we plot
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Anti-hierarchical trend

✴ Simulations can self-
consistently capture the 
downsizing trend!

    (DeGraf+10, Khandai+14, 
     Sijacki+14)

✴ The simplified schemes 
of BH accretion are able 
to capture the essence 
of BH growth in reality

✴Moderately luminous 
AGN at low z have large 
contribution from 
massive BHs accreting 
way below their peak 
luminosities -- WHY?
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Decreasing ρgas with decreasing z & increasing MBH due to SF & AGN fb
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AGN trigger mechanisms
Light curves of individual AGN (higher res. run)
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Global connection between SFR & BHAR

✴Consistent with observations: global SFR and BH accretion rate 
densities peak at z~1-2 and decline at lower and higher z

✴But is there a correlation between SFR and Lbol at a given 
redshift?

M. Hirschmann
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Figure1.Left:timeevolutionofthestarformationratedensity(bluecurves)andoftheblackholeaccretionratedensity(redcurves;
rescaledbyafactorofa100)forthreedifferentresolutions,asindicatedonthelegend.Whilethenumericalconvergenceinthestar
formationratedensityisverygood,theblackholeaccretionratedensityisnotyetconvergedatthehighestresolution.Notethatthe
overallshapeoftheblackholeaccretionratedensityissomewhatdifferentthanthatofthestarformationratedensity,i.e.itrisesfaster
athighredshiftsandalsopeaksatahigherredshiftz∼2.5−3.Right:stellarmassdensityandblackholemassdensityasafunctionof
cosmictimeforthesamesetofsimulations.

inparticulartruewhenwecompareourintermediatereso-

lutionsimulationwiththehighresolutionrunwhereboth

starformationratedensityandstellarmassdensityexhibit

excellentconvergenceproperties.

Theconvergencepropertiesoftheblackholeaccretion

rateandmassdensityarehoweversomewhatpoorer.Here

forz>5theblackholeaccretionratedensityisessentially

thesameinallthreesimulations,giventhatbythistimeitis

dominatedbylowmassblackholesthathavebeenrelatively

recentlyseededwithinwellresolveddarkmatterhalos.At

latertimesthereisanapproximativelyconstantoffsetbe-

tweenbothlowversusintermediateandintermediateversus

highresolutionrun(amountingtoafactorof∼1.5).This
indicatesthattheblackholeaccretionratedensityisnotyet

fullyconvergedevenforourhighestresolutionsimulation.

Wehaveinvestigatedwhetherthereareanycleartrendsin

blackholeaccretionratedensityconvergencefordifferent
blackholemassranges,andfoundthatforz>2moremas-

siveblackholesexhibitworseconvergence,whileforz<2

theconvergencerateissimilarregardlessoftheblackhole

mass.Clearlythisisaresultthatweneedtokeepinmind

wheninterpretingourfindings,butweanticipateherethat

theconvergencepropertiesofotherquantities,suchas,for

example,theblackholemassfunctionandtheblackhole

mass-bulgemassrelation,arestillverygood,aswediscuss

inSections3.3and3.4andintheAppendixA.

3.2Blackholeaccretionrateandmassdensity

Focusingnowontheshapeofstarformationandblackhole

accretionratedensities,showninFigures1and2,wenote

thattheblackholeaccretionratedensityrisesmoresteeply

athighredshifts,ithasasharperpeakwhichoccursearlier

(z∼2.5−3)anditalsodeclinessomewhatmoresteeply

thereafterallthewaytoz=0.Consequently,forz<2

thetotalblackholemassdensityincreaseslesswithtime

thanthetotalstellarmassdensity.Thisdemonstratesthat

whilegloballythereisarelationbetweenstarformationand

blackholeaccretionratesingalaxies,thesetwoprocessesare

notnecessarilyintimatelylinked,aswewilldiscussmorein

detailinSection3.7.

InFigure2weplotthetotalblackholeaccretionrate

density(left-handpanel)andtheblackholemassdensity

(right-handpanel)forthehighestresolutionIllustrissimu-

lation,butnowsplitbytheblackholemassatagivenred-

shift,asindicatedonthelegend.Withdecreasingredshift

moremassiveblackholesstarttodominatethetotalblack

holeaccretionratedensity,exceptforthemostmassiveblack

holeswithMBH>10
9M⊙,whichhoweverdominatetheto-

talblackholemassdensityforz<2.Also,eventhoughthe

blackholeaccretionratedensityshapesarequitesimilarfor

thedifferentblackholemassrangesconsidered,theypeak

atlatertimesformoremassiveblackholes.Giventhatthe

distributionofEddingtonratiosisfairlyflatasafunction

ofblackholemassforz≥1(forfurtherdetailsseeSec-

tion3.5),differentpeaksreflectthecosmictimewhenblack

holesofagivenmasscontributemosttothetotalblackhole

accretionratedensityduetocombinationoftheirnumber

densityandaccretionrateinabsolutenumbers.Notethat

forz<3andforMBH>10
8M⊙blackholestypicallyenter

the“radio”modefeedbackwhichisbursty,leadingtosig-

nificantandrapidvariationsintheblackholeaccretionrate

density.

Intheright-handpanelofFigure2wealsoindicatewith

theshadedregiontherangeofpossibleblackholemassden-

sitiesderivedfromSoltan-typeargumentswhereradiative

efficiencyisvariedfrom0.057(top)to0.4(bottom),asre-

portedbyVolonteri(2010).Newconstraintsfromacompila-

c�0000RAS,MNRAS000,000–000
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Figure 1. Left: time evolution of the star formation rate density (blue curves) and of the black hole accretion rate density (red curves;
rescaled by a factor of a 100) for three different resolutions, as indicated on the legend. While the numerical convergence in the star
formation rate density is very good, the black hole accretion rate density is not yet converged at the highest resolution. Note that the
overall shape of the black hole accretion rate density is somewhat different than that of the star formation rate density, i.e. it rises faster
at high redshifts and also peaks at a higher redshift z ∼ 2.5− 3. Right: stellar mass density and black hole mass density as a function of
cosmic time for the same set of simulations.

in particular true when we compare our intermediate reso-

lution simulation with the high resolution run where both

star formation rate density and stellar mass density exhibit

excellent convergence properties.

The convergence properties of the black hole accretion

rate and mass density are however somewhat poorer. Here

for z > 5 the black hole accretion rate density is essentially

the same in all three simulations, given that by this time it is

dominated by low mass black holes that have been relatively

recently seeded within well resolved dark matter halos. At

later times there is an approximatively constant offset be-

tween both low versus intermediate and intermediate versus

high resolution run (amounting to a factor of ∼ 1.5). This
indicates that the black hole accretion rate density is not yet

fully converged even for our highest resolution simulation.

We have investigated whether there are any clear trends in

black hole accretion rate density convergence for different
black hole mass ranges, and found that for z > 2 more mas-

sive black holes exhibit worse convergence, while for z < 2

the convergence rate is similar regardless of the black hole

mass. Clearly this is a result that we need to keep in mind

when interpreting our findings, but we anticipate here that

the convergence properties of other quantities, such as, for

example, the black hole mass function and the black hole

mass - bulge mass relation, are still very good, as we discuss

in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 and in the Appendix A.

3.2 Black hole accretion rate and mass density

Focusing now on the shape of star formation and black hole

accretion rate densities, shown in Figures 1 and 2, we note

that the black hole accretion rate density rises more steeply

at high redshifts, it has a sharper peak which occurs earlier

(z ∼ 2.5 − 3) and it also declines somewhat more steeply

thereafter all the way to z = 0. Consequently, for z < 2

the total black hole mass density increases less with time

than the total stellar mass density. This demonstrates that

while globally there is a relation between star formation and

black hole accretion rates in galaxies, these two processes are

not necessarily intimately linked, as we will discuss more in

detail in Section 3.7.

In Figure 2 we plot the total black hole accretion rate

density (left-hand panel) and the black hole mass density

(right-hand panel) for the highest resolution Illustris simu-

lation, but now split by the black hole mass at a given red-

shift, as indicated on the legend. With decreasing redshift

more massive black holes start to dominate the total black

hole accretion rate density, except for the most massive black

holes with MBH > 10
9M⊙, which however dominate the to-

tal black hole mass density for z < 2. Also, even though the

black hole accretion rate density shapes are quite similar for

the different black hole mass ranges considered, they peak

at later times for more massive black holes. Given that the

distribution of Eddington ratios is fairly flat as a function

of black hole mass for z ≥ 1 (for further details see Sec-

tion 3.5), different peaks reflect the cosmic time when black

holes of a given mass contribute most to the total black hole

accretion rate density due to combination of their number

density and accretion rate in absolute numbers. Note that

for z < 3 and for MBH > 10
8M⊙ black holes typically enter

the “radio” mode feedback which is bursty, leading to sig-

nificant and rapid variations in the black hole accretion rate

density.

In the right-hand panel of Figure 2 we also indicate with

the shaded region the range of possible black hole mass den-

sities derived from Soltan-type arguments where radiative

efficiency is varied from 0.057 (top) to 0.4 (bottom), as re-

ported by Volonteri (2010). New constraints from a compila-
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Figure 1. Left: time evolution of the star formation rate density (blue curves) and of the black hole accretion rate density (red curves;
rescaled by a factor of a 100) for three different resolutions, as indicated on the legend. While the numerical convergence in the star
formation rate density is very good, the black hole accretion rate density is not yet converged at the highest resolution. Note that the
overall shape of the black hole accretion rate density is somewhat different than that of the star formation rate density, i.e. it rises faster
at high redshifts and also peaks at a higher redshift z ∼ 2.5− 3. Right: stellar mass density and black hole mass density as a function of
cosmic time for the same set of simulations.

in particular true when we compare our intermediate reso-

lution simulation with the high resolution run where both

star formation rate density and stellar mass density exhibit

excellent convergence properties.

The convergence properties of the black hole accretion

rate and mass density are however somewhat poorer. Here

for z > 5 the black hole accretion rate density is essentially

the same in all three simulations, given that by this time it is

dominated by low mass black holes that have been relatively

recently seeded within well resolved dark matter halos. At

later times there is an approximatively constant offset be-

tween both low versus intermediate and intermediate versus

high resolution run (amounting to a factor of ∼ 1.5). This
indicates that the black hole accretion rate density is not yet

fully converged even for our highest resolution simulation.

We have investigated whether there are any clear trends in

black hole accretion rate density convergence for different
black hole mass ranges, and found that for z > 2 more mas-

sive black holes exhibit worse convergence, while for z < 2

the convergence rate is similar regardless of the black hole

mass. Clearly this is a result that we need to keep in mind

when interpreting our findings, but we anticipate here that

the convergence properties of other quantities, such as, for

example, the black hole mass function and the black hole

mass - bulge mass relation, are still very good, as we discuss

in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 and in the Appendix A.

3.2 Black hole accretion rate and mass density

Focusing now on the shape of star formation and black hole

accretion rate densities, shown in Figures 1 and 2, we note

that the black hole accretion rate density rises more steeply

at high redshifts, it has a sharper peak which occurs earlier

(z ∼ 2.5 − 3) and it also declines somewhat more steeply

thereafter all the way to z = 0. Consequently, for z < 2

the total black hole mass density increases less with time

than the total stellar mass density. This demonstrates that

while globally there is a relation between star formation and

black hole accretion rates in galaxies, these two processes are

not necessarily intimately linked, as we will discuss more in

detail in Section 3.7.

In Figure 2 we plot the total black hole accretion rate

density (left-hand panel) and the black hole mass density

(right-hand panel) for the highest resolution Illustris simu-

lation, but now split by the black hole mass at a given red-

shift, as indicated on the legend. With decreasing redshift

more massive black holes start to dominate the total black

hole accretion rate density, except for the most massive black

holes with MBH > 10
9M⊙, which however dominate the to-

tal black hole mass density for z < 2. Also, even though the

black hole accretion rate density shapes are quite similar for

the different black hole mass ranges considered, they peak

at later times for more massive black holes. Given that the

distribution of Eddington ratios is fairly flat as a function

of black hole mass for z ≥ 1 (for further details see Sec-

tion 3.5), different peaks reflect the cosmic time when black

holes of a given mass contribute most to the total black hole

accretion rate density due to combination of their number

density and accretion rate in absolute numbers. Note that

for z < 3 and for MBH > 10
8M⊙ black holes typically enter

the “radio” mode feedback which is bursty, leading to sig-

nificant and rapid variations in the black hole accretion rate

density.

In the right-hand panel of Figure 2 we also indicate with

the shaded region the range of possible black hole mass den-

sities derived from Soltan-type arguments where radiative

efficiency is varied from 0.057 (top) to 0.4 (bottom), as re-

ported by Volonteri (2010). New constraints from a compila-
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Figure 1. Left: time evolution of the star formation rate density (blue curves) and of the black hole accretion rate density (red curves;
rescaled by a factor of a 100) for three different resolutions, as indicated on the legend. While the numerical convergence in the star
formation rate density is very good, the black hole accretion rate density is not yet converged at the highest resolution. Note that the
overall shape of the black hole accretion rate density is somewhat different than that of the star formation rate density, i.e. it rises faster
at high redshifts and also peaks at a higher redshift z ∼ 2.5− 3. Right: stellar mass density and black hole mass density as a function of
cosmic time for the same set of simulations.

in particular true when we compare our intermediate reso-

lution simulation with the high resolution run where both

star formation rate density and stellar mass density exhibit

excellent convergence properties.

The convergence properties of the black hole accretion

rate and mass density are however somewhat poorer. Here

for z > 5 the black hole accretion rate density is essentially

the same in all three simulations, given that by this time it is

dominated by low mass black holes that have been relatively

recently seeded within well resolved dark matter halos. At

later times there is an approximatively constant offset be-

tween both low versus intermediate and intermediate versus

high resolution run (amounting to a factor of ∼ 1.5). This
indicates that the black hole accretion rate density is not yet

fully converged even for our highest resolution simulation.

We have investigated whether there are any clear trends in

black hole accretion rate density convergence for different
black hole mass ranges, and found that for z > 2 more mas-

sive black holes exhibit worse convergence, while for z < 2

the convergence rate is similar regardless of the black hole

mass. Clearly this is a result that we need to keep in mind

when interpreting our findings, but we anticipate here that

the convergence properties of other quantities, such as, for

example, the black hole mass function and the black hole

mass - bulge mass relation, are still very good, as we discuss

in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 and in the Appendix A.

3.2 Black hole accretion rate and mass density

Focusing now on the shape of star formation and black hole

accretion rate densities, shown in Figures 1 and 2, we note

that the black hole accretion rate density rises more steeply

at high redshifts, it has a sharper peak which occurs earlier

(z ∼ 2.5 − 3) and it also declines somewhat more steeply

thereafter all the way to z = 0. Consequently, for z < 2

the total black hole mass density increases less with time

than the total stellar mass density. This demonstrates that

while globally there is a relation between star formation and

black hole accretion rates in galaxies, these two processes are

not necessarily intimately linked, as we will discuss more in

detail in Section 3.7.

In Figure 2 we plot the total black hole accretion rate

density (left-hand panel) and the black hole mass density

(right-hand panel) for the highest resolution Illustris simu-

lation, but now split by the black hole mass at a given red-

shift, as indicated on the legend. With decreasing redshift

more massive black holes start to dominate the total black

hole accretion rate density, except for the most massive black

holes with MBH > 10
9M⊙, which however dominate the to-

tal black hole mass density for z < 2. Also, even though the

black hole accretion rate density shapes are quite similar for

the different black hole mass ranges considered, they peak

at later times for more massive black holes. Given that the

distribution of Eddington ratios is fairly flat as a function

of black hole mass for z ≥ 1 (for further details see Sec-

tion 3.5), different peaks reflect the cosmic time when black

holes of a given mass contribute most to the total black hole

accretion rate density due to combination of their number

density and accretion rate in absolute numbers. Note that

for z < 3 and for MBH > 10
8M⊙ black holes typically enter

the “radio” mode feedback which is bursty, leading to sig-

nificant and rapid variations in the black hole accretion rate

density.

In the right-hand panel of Figure 2 we also indicate with

the shaded region the range of possible black hole mass den-

sities derived from Soltan-type arguments where radiative

efficiency is varied from 0.057 (top) to 0.4 (bottom), as re-

ported by Volonteri (2010). New constraints from a compila-
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Figure 1. Left: time evolution of the star formation rate density (blue curves) and of the black hole accretion rate density (red curves;
rescaled by a factor of a 100) for three different resolutions, as indicated on the legend. While the numerical convergence in the star
formation rate density is very good, the black hole accretion rate density is not yet converged at the highest resolution. Note that the
overall shape of the black hole accretion rate density is somewhat different than that of the star formation rate density, i.e. it rises faster
at high redshifts and also peaks at a higher redshift z ∼ 2.5− 3. Right: stellar mass density and black hole mass density as a function of
cosmic time for the same set of simulations.

in particular true when we compare our intermediate reso-

lution simulation with the high resolution run where both

star formation rate density and stellar mass density exhibit

excellent convergence properties.

The convergence properties of the black hole accretion

rate and mass density are however somewhat poorer. Here

for z > 5 the black hole accretion rate density is essentially

the same in all three simulations, given that by this time it is

dominated by low mass black holes that have been relatively

recently seeded within well resolved dark matter halos. At

later times there is an approximatively constant offset be-

tween both low versus intermediate and intermediate versus

high resolution run (amounting to a factor of ∼ 1.5). This
indicates that the black hole accretion rate density is not yet

fully converged even for our highest resolution simulation.

We have investigated whether there are any clear trends in

black hole accretion rate density convergence for different
black hole mass ranges, and found that for z > 2 more mas-

sive black holes exhibit worse convergence, while for z < 2

the convergence rate is similar regardless of the black hole

mass. Clearly this is a result that we need to keep in mind

when interpreting our findings, but we anticipate here that

the convergence properties of other quantities, such as, for

example, the black hole mass function and the black hole

mass - bulge mass relation, are still very good, as we discuss

in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 and in the Appendix A.

3.2 Black hole accretion rate and mass density

Focusing now on the shape of star formation and black hole

accretion rate densities, shown in Figures 1 and 2, we note

that the black hole accretion rate density rises more steeply

at high redshifts, it has a sharper peak which occurs earlier

(z ∼ 2.5 − 3) and it also declines somewhat more steeply

thereafter all the way to z = 0. Consequently, for z < 2

the total black hole mass density increases less with time

than the total stellar mass density. This demonstrates that

while globally there is a relation between star formation and

black hole accretion rates in galaxies, these two processes are

not necessarily intimately linked, as we will discuss more in

detail in Section 3.7.

In Figure 2 we plot the total black hole accretion rate

density (left-hand panel) and the black hole mass density

(right-hand panel) for the highest resolution Illustris simu-

lation, but now split by the black hole mass at a given red-

shift, as indicated on the legend. With decreasing redshift

more massive black holes start to dominate the total black

hole accretion rate density, except for the most massive black

holes with MBH > 10
9M⊙, which however dominate the to-

tal black hole mass density for z < 2. Also, even though the

black hole accretion rate density shapes are quite similar for

the different black hole mass ranges considered, they peak

at later times for more massive black holes. Given that the

distribution of Eddington ratios is fairly flat as a function

of black hole mass for z ≥ 1 (for further details see Sec-

tion 3.5), different peaks reflect the cosmic time when black

holes of a given mass contribute most to the total black hole

accretion rate density due to combination of their number

density and accretion rate in absolute numbers. Note that

for z < 3 and for MBH > 10
8M⊙ black holes typically enter

the “radio” mode feedback which is bursty, leading to sig-

nificant and rapid variations in the black hole accretion rate

density.

In the right-hand panel of Figure 2 we also indicate with

the shaded region the range of possible black hole mass den-

sities derived from Soltan-type arguments where radiative

efficiency is varied from 0.057 (top) to 0.4 (bottom), as re-

ported by Volonteri (2010). New constraints from a compila-

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

Sijacki+14 Hirschmann+14

MagneticumIllustris
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AGN luminosity vs. SFR

✴Weak correlation, but large scatter at a given AGN luminosity

✴Complex connection on an individual object basis

✴ Lbol more highly variable quantity?

M. Hirschmann

Sijacki+14

Observational situation unclear and partly contradictory:
✴Correlation: e.g. Netzer+09, Hickox+14
✴Deviation from correlation: Lutz+08, Shao+10, Mullaney+12, Page+12, 

Santini+12/14, Rosario+12, Rovilos+12

AGN11,Trieste
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AGN luminosity vs. SFR

✴ Strong correlation for luminous AGN Lbol>1045 erg/s --> AGN & 
SF most likely triggered by a common mechanism, a merger

✴Weaker-No correlation for moderately luminous AGN

Hirschmann&Dolag+in prep.

Rosario+12

Observational situation unclear and partly contradictory:
✴Correlation: e.g. Netzer+09, Hickox+14
✴Deviation from correlation: Lutz+08, Shao+10, Mullaney+12, Page+12, 

Santini+12/14, Rosario+12, Rovilos+12

M. Hirschmann

averaging over SFR averaging over Lbol (highly variable quantity)

Hickox+14

AGN11,Trieste
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AGN luminosity vs. SFR

✴ Strong correlation for luminous AGN Lbol>1045 erg/s --> AGN & 
SF most likely triggered by a common mechanism, a merger

✴Weaker-No correlation for moderately luminous AGN

Hirschmann&Dolag+in prep.

Rosario+12

Observational situation unclear and partly contradictory:
✴Correlation: e.g. Netzer+09, Hickox+14
✴Deviation from correlation: Lutz+08, Shao+10, Mullaney+12, Page+12, 

Santini+12/14, Rosario+12, Rovilos+12

M. Hirschmann

averaging over SFR averaging over Lbol (highly variable quantity)

Hickox+14

Positive causal connection for very luminous AGN, the 
corresponding massive BHs and their host galaxies!

AGN11,Trieste
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Effect of AGN feedback

✴ AGN feedback shapes the massive end of the stellar mass 
function, it affects primarily massive galaxies

✴Often models for AGN (radio-mode) feedback too inefficient in 
suppressing SF in massive galaxies

M. Hirschmann

...on the stellar mass function

Puchwein&Springel+13

18 J. Schaye et al.

Figure 5. Comparisons of the GSMF from EAGLE’s Ref-L100N1504 with the semi-analytic models of Gonzalez-Perez et al. (2014),
Henriques et al. (2013), and Porter et al. (2014) (left panel) and with the large hydrodynamical simulations of Oppenheimer et al.
(2010), Puchwein & Springel (2013), the Illustris simulation (Vogelsberger et al. 2014b, data taken from Genel et al. 2014), and the
MassiveBlack-II simulation (Khandai et al. 2014) (right panel). All models are for a Chabrier IMF (Gonzalez-Perez et al. 2014 and
Khandai et al. 2014 have been converted from Kennicutt and Salpeter IMFs, respectively). The EAGLE curve is dotted when galaxies
contain fewer than 100 stellar particles and dashed when there are fewer than 10 galaxies per stellar mass bin. Except for Oppenheimer
et al. (2010), all simulations include AGN feedback. Apart from MassiveBlack-II, all models were calibrated to the data (the Galform
semi-analytic model of Gonzalez-Perez et al. 2014 was calibrated to fit the K-band galaxy luminosity function). The agreement with
the data is relatively good for both EAGLE and the semi-analytic models, but EAGLE fits the data substantially better than the other
hydrodynamical simulations do.

the aperture does become important, with larger apertures

giving larger masses.

The same is true for the observations, as can be seen

by comparing the data from Li & White (2009) with the

re-analysis of SDSS data by Bernardi et al. (2013) (open

triangles in Fig. 6). Baldry et al. (2012) and Li & White

(2009) are in good agreement, but Bernardi et al. (2013)

find a much shallower bright-end slope than previous anal-

yses. For M∗ > 10
11

M⊙ Bernardi et al. (2013) attribute

substantially more mass to galaxies than Li & White (2009)

and Baldry et al. (2012). Part of the difference is due to

the assumed mass-to-light ratios (even though all studies as-

sume a Chabrier IMF) and the way in which the background

is subtracted (see e.g. Bernardi et al. 2013 and Kravtsov

et al. 2014 for discussion). Most of the difference between

Li & White (2009) and Bernardi et al. (2013) can proba-

bly be attributed to the way in which a galaxy’s light is

measured. Li & White (2009) integrate the light within a

2-D aperture of size twice the Petrosian radius, defined to

be the radius at which the mean local surface brightness

is 0.2 times the mean internal surface brightness. Bernardi

et al. (2013) on the other hand, estimate the total amount

of light by integrating Sérsic plus exponential profile fits.

Hence, the Bernardi et al. (2013) mass function potentially

includes intracluster light and the discrepancy between dif-

ferent authors is related to the fact that it is unclear where

cD galaxies end. Baldry et al. (2012) integrate single Sérsic

fits to the light profiles, which we would expect includes

less intracluster light than the Sérsic plus exponential fits

of Bernardi et al. (2013) but more than the Petrosian aper-

tures of Li & White (2009). However, Bernardi et al. (2013)

find that the high-mass end of the Baldry et al. (2012) mass

function is affected by their redshift cut (z < 0.06).
We believe the Baldry et al. (2012) and Li & White

(2009) data to be the most suitable for comparison to our

results, since our definition of a galaxy excludes intracluster

light. For Li & White (2009) this is confirmed by our finding

that a 3-D aperture of 30 pkpc gives nearly identical results

to a 2-D Petrosian cut, as can be seen from Figure 6.

Thus, for masses > 10
11

M⊙ comparisons of the GSMF

with observations would benefit from mimicking the partic-

ular way in which the mass is estimated for real data. This

would, however, have to be done separately for each survey.

For our present purposes this is unnecessary, also because

our simulation volume is in any case too small to study the

GSMF at masses � 10
11

M⊙.

5.1.2 Numerical convergence

The left panel of Figure 7 compares the GSMFs for model

Ref-L025N0376, which has the same resolution as the largest

EAGLE volume Ref-L100N1504, and the higher-resolution

model Ref-L025N0752. The two Ref-L025 simulations use

identical subgrid parameters, but the mass and spatial res-

olution differ by factors of 8 and 2, respectively. In §2.2 we

termed a comparison between models with identical param-

eters a “strong convergence test”. Below 10
9
M⊙ the mass

function is substantially flatter in the high-resolution model.

However, at M∗ ∼ 10
9
M⊙ its GSMF is up to 0.4 dex higher

than for the fiducial resolution, leading to disagreement with

the data. The largest discrepancy is the stellar mass corre-

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

AGN feedback

No AGN fb

No AGN fb

AGN11,Trieste
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Effect of AGN feedback

✴Reduction of baryon 
conversion effs by a factor of 
1.5-2

✴ AGN fb reduces SF in halos 
more massive than 5e11 M

M. Hirschmann

Rosas-Guevara+13

Choi+14

...on baryon conversion efficiencies
Magneticum
Bachmann+14

AGN11,Trieste
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Effect of AGN feedback

M. Hirschmann

Dubois+13

...on morphology, kinematics, sizes, insitu/accreted fractions 
Probed mass range 4e12-8e13 M⊙

✴ Morphological transition from 
disk galaxies to elliptical galaxies

✴ Flat rotation curves

✴ Smaller insitu fractions, 
domination of accretion 
at z<0.5

✴ Larger 
sizes at a 
given M*

AGN11,Trieste
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Effect of AGN feedback

✴ AGN fb reduces the SF efficiency by a factor of ~4
✴ Agreement with observed L-T relation
✴ AGN fb reduces the gas fractions, also consistent 

with observations

on galaxy groups
e. g. McCarthy+10/11

M. Hirschmann

McCarthy+10 McCarthy+10

L-T relation Gas fractions

AGN11,Trieste
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Effect of AGN feedback

✴ AGN fb affects stellar mass, sizes, SFR & kinematics resulting 
in a more realistic population of BCGs 

✴But see Ragone+14 for some limitations of current models

on the brightest cluster galaxies
Planelles+14, Ragone+14, Martizzi+13/14

M. Hirschmann

Martizzi+13/14

Stellar-halo mass relation Mass-size relation SFR-mass relation

AGN11,Trieste
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Emerging picture...

M. Hirschmann

Black hole mass

R
ed

sh
if

t

✴Appear as less luminous AGN, 
accretion at low Edd-ratios

✴Dry merging tightens black hole 
relations

✴AGN fb (radio-mode) locks baryons 
in hot gas -> suppresses SF

✴Very luminous AGN mainly 
driven by merger events 

✴Connected with SF (starbursts)
✴AGN feedback (quasar-mode) 

regulates BH growth & SF 
helping to establish BH scaling 
relations

✴Additional trigger mechanisms, 
secular evolution DI’s/
stochastic gas accretion?

✴Weak correlation with host 
galaxy properties

✴AGN fb hardly any effect on the 
host galaxies

Hardly any causal connection
Causal connection

(Negative) causal connection

high-masslow-mass

h
ig

h
lo

w

✴Weak correlation with host 
galaxy properties

✴Stellar fb may also affect BH 
growth?!

Hardly any causal connection
AGN11,Trieste
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Challenges...

M. Hirschmann

✴Improve sub-resolution models for BH accretion and 
feedback, try  to rely on high-resolution simulations of 
isolated galaxies

✴AGN feedback models hardly understood, try to distinguish 
between different flavours (radiative vs mechanical) by 
comparison with observations (2D maps)

✴Increase the resolution in cosmological (zoom) simulation to 
better resolve the accretion region around the BH (Bondi-
radius!) and to capture physical processes as violently 
instable disks and/or secular evolution processes (DI’s) 

✴Improve comparison with observations, account for selection 
effects, output directly observable quantities

✴BH seeding? High-z evolution of first BHs?

AGN11,Trieste
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Short-term aim

New Magneticum run:
A statistical approach for linking AGN with 
the host morphology (disky and spheroidal 

hosts) will be possible!

with K. Dolag & the Magneticum team
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Long-term project...

M. Hirschmann

Hopkins+13

Zoom simulation
✴ Statistically complete sample of 

cosmological zoom simulations of 
massive galaxies

✴Effectively resolving the ISM (like 
in the FIRE simulation set) and 
resolving the Bondi-accretion 
radius

✴ Including different flavours for 
AGN feedback

✴ Allows for unprecented exact 
investigations of structural & 
kinematical properties on a 
statistical basis

with T. Naab, J. Ostriker and others...

Statistically complete sample of cosmological zoom 
simulations of massive galaxies

AGN11,Trieste


